We give a proof of Grushko's Theorem which seems simpler and more straightforward than any we can find in the literature (see [l] , [2] , [4] ). The method is a simplification of one we have used elsewhere (see [3] ); the referee has helped with the simplification.
Let a group G be the free product, without amalgamation, of a family of its subgroups G$. Each element x of G has a unique representation as a normal product of nontrivial factors from the Gj, with no two adjacent factors from the same Gj. The length | x| of x is the number of factors in this product. Grushko's Theorem may be stated as follows.
Theorem. Let G be generated by a finite setX. Assume that, ifx is in X and g is in the subgroup generated by all the elements of X other than x, then neither xg nor gx is shorter than x. Then each element of X belongs to one of the groups Gj.
Our proof rests upon showing that X may be assumed to have a somewhat stronger property.
If an element x of G has normal form x = ax • • • an, where n = 2k or n -2k-\-l, we define the "left half" of x to be L(x)=ai • • • ak.
The "right half" of x is L(x~x)~x. We define a relation x~y to hold between elements x and y of G if xy = 1 or if x and y belong to a common group uGjU~x conjugate to one of the Gj. Let the union of the groups Gj be well ordered. The induced lexicographical order on normal products defines a well ordering x-<y on G. It is clear that we can define a new well ordering, x <y, on G, with the following properties: (iii) xEX and gGgp{A-x} implies x^xg, gx.
Let XÇ.G be finite. Then it is clear that an irreducible set X', such that gp X' =gp X, can be obtained from A by a finite number of steps consisting of omitting 1 from X, replacing some x by x_1, or replacing xby xg where gGgpjX-x} and |xg| = |x|. If A satisfies the hypothesis of Grushko's Theorem, the greatest length of an element of X' is the same as that for X. Therefore, it suffices to show that if X is an irreducible set of generators for G, then each x in X has length | x | = 1.
Henceforth we assume X irreducible. Let N be the union of all sub- If neither x±xEX nor y±1EX, then x, yEN, and |x| =|y| à|xy| would imply that 7(x) =L(y) and x~y, contrary to hypothesis.
The case remains that | x| < | y| and yEN(y') for some y'EXr\N. If | xy| < | y|, then more than half of x must cancel into y and, since |x| < |y|, more than half of x cancels into L(y). Since 7(y) =7(y'), more than half of x must cancel into the part L(y') of y' in the product xy', whence |xy'| <|y'|.
Since Proof. The number d,-=|y,-| +|y,+i| -|y<y<+i| is the number of factors from the normal forms of y,-and y,-+i that cancel in the product y,y¿+i, with 1 added if the two innermost remaining factors are from the same G¡ and so combine to give a single factor in the normal form for y¿y,-+i. The lemma asserts that the normal form for yi ■ • • ym can be obtained from those for the y,-by first cancelling between adjacent y,-and yt+i, and then counting as a single factor the product of every maximal consecutive sequence of the remaining factors that lie in the same Gj.
In view of Lemmas 1 and 3, some factor from each y,-must remain after cancellation. Any consecutive sequence of factors in the same Gj must then arise from consecutive y¿, and we have to show that no product of such a sequence is 1. This follows from the assumptions for a sequence of one or two such factors. If three consecutive factors a, b, and c, all in the same Gj, arise from y¿, yt+i, yi+2, then Lemma 5 ensures that abcj^l. Finally, as many as four such factors, a, b, c, and d, from y,-, y,-+i, y<+2 and yi+3 is impossible, since then the hypotheses of Lemma 4 would be satisfied, and we should have y,+i~y,+2, contrary to assumption. Lemma 8. If X is irreducible and g Ggp X, then g is in the group generated by those xEX for which \x\ ^ | g\.
Proof. By hypothesis, g = zi • • • zn for some ZiEX\JX~x, hence z¿G Y. By successively combining adjacent factors z<~z,-+i and deleting factors 1, we obtain g = yi • • • ym for yu • • • , ymE Y and no y>~y;+i-By Lemma 7, each |y¿| á |g|, while clearly each y,-is contained in the group generated by those x in X with | x| = | y¿|, hence with | x| á | g|. It follows that g = yx ■•■ ym is in this group.
Lemma 9. If X is irreducible and generates G, then | x | = 1 for all xEX. GjQG = gp X, we conclude by Lemma 8 that each GjQgoXi, and hence that G = gp X\. It follows from the irreducibility of X that X = Xi.
This completes the proof of Grushko's Theorem.
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